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ABSTRACT A composite continuum theory for calculating ion current through a protein channel of known structure is
proposed, which incorporates information about the channel dynamics. The approach is utilized to predict current through the
Gramicidin A ion channel, a narrow pore in which the applicability of conventional continuum theories is questionable. The
proposed approach utilizes a modiﬁed version of Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) theory, termed Potential-of-Mean-Force-
Poisson-Nernst-Planck theory (PMFPNP), to compute ion currents. As in standard PNP, ion permeation is modeled as
a continuum drift-diffusion process in a self-consistent electrostatic potential. In PMFPNP, however, information about the
dynamic relaxation of the protein and the surrounding medium is incorporated into the model of ion permeation by including the
free energy of inserting a single ion into the channel, i.e., the potential of mean force along the permeation pathway. In this way
the dynamic ﬂexibility of the channel environment is approximately accounted for. The PMF proﬁle of the ion along the
Gramicidin A channel is obtained by combining an equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulation that samples dynamic
protein conﬁgurations when an ion resides at a particular location in the channel with a continuum electrostatics calculation of
the free energy. The diffusion coefﬁcient of a potassium ion within the channel is also calculated using the MD trajectory.
Therefore, except for a reasonable choice of dielectric constants, no direct ﬁtting parameters enter into this model. The results of
our study reveal that the channel response to the permeating ion produces signiﬁcant electrostatic stabilization of the ion inside
the channel. The dielectric self-energy of the ion remains essentially unchanged in the course of the MD simulation, indicating
that no substantial changes in the protein geometry occur as the ion passes through it. Also, the model accounts for the
experimentally observed saturation of ion current with increase of the electrolyte concentration, in contrast to the predictions of
standard PNP theory.
INTRODUCTION
Ion permeation through narrow protein channels is a topic of
considerable current interest (Andersen and Koeppe II, 1992;
Dorman et al., 1996; Eisenberg, 1999; Hille et al., 1999; Roux
et al., 2000; Kuyucak et al., 2001). The importance of ion
transport for many vital cell functions is difﬁcult to over-
estimate. Processes in which substantial ionic currents are
generated in membrane channels include maintenance of
ionic concentration gradients across the cell membrane, gene-
ration of action potentials in neurons, and autowaves in heart
muscle, to name just three. Moreover, many modern drugs
target ionic channels to modify their action (Nilius and
Droogmans, 2001; Lerche et al., 2001; Antonov, 2001;
Marban, 2002). Therefore, in addition to extensive experi-
mental effort, there is much theoretical interest in under-
standingmechanisms of ion channel function at themolecular
level. Recent advances in solving three-dimensional struc-
tures of membrane proteins in general and channel proteins in
particular (Koprowski and Kubalski, 2001) have enabled
attempts at detailed molecular level modeling of ion current
through protein channels (Kurnikova et al., 1999; Allen et al.,
1999; Cardenas et al., 2000; see also recent reviews of the
subject: Kuyucak et al., 2001; Tieleman et al., 2001). A ﬁrst
attempt to perform a full-scale nonequilibrium molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation of ion current through a simpliﬁed
model channel at very high ion concentrations and applied
voltage has been reported recently (Crozier et al., 2001a,b).
However, nonequilibrium MD simulations are too expensive
for realistic biological ion channel systems at physiological
conditions because of the many different timescales and
length scales involved. Instead, severalDynamicMonteCarlo
(Graf et al., 2000, and Graf, unpublished results) and
Brownian Dynamics studies (Corry et al., 2001; Chung
et al., 1999; Allen et al., 1999; Im et al., 2000; Burykin et al.,
2002; Mashl et al., 2001) of current-voltage relations through
different natural and model channels have been recently
reported.
A key conclusion drawn from these studies is that the
dielectric self-energy (DSE) which arises when an ion moves
through a relatively narrow channel with diameter of up to;1
nm greatly affects the dynamics of ion permeation (Corry
et al., 2000; Graf et al., 2000; Graf, unpublished results;
Dieckmann et al., 1999). A charged particle which moves
from a highly polarizable medium such as water solution into
a low polarity medium such as a protein surrounded by a lipid
bilayer experiences a dielectric barrier or dielectric self-
energy. Several studies have demonstrated that transport
through a narrow channel is greatly reduced or even com-
pletely inhibited by the presence of a dielectric barrier (Corry
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et al., 2000; Graf et al., 2000; Graf, unpublished results;
Chung et al., 1999). In contrast, experimentally observed
currents through narrow channels such as Gramicidin A (GA)
are not negligible but, on the contrary, quite substantial—
measured in tens of millions of ions per second (Hille, 1992).
Therefore, these relatively small and simple molecular
structures function very efﬁciently as ion channels. One thus
suspects that a rigid model of a narrow membrane channel is
inadequate for describing its ionic permeability. What is
obviously missing from this oversimpliﬁed model is the
motion of the channel structure itself. The importance of this
aspect of ion-channel operation has been clearly demon-
strated in equilibrium simulations (Roux and Karplus, 1993).
In this article we propose a modeling approach that takes into
account the dynamic implication of this motion for the
transport of ions under nonequilibrium conditions. The pro-
posed approach can describe ion currents (a long timescale
process) while accounting for the molecular ﬂexibility of
the channel protein (fast conformational changes on a short
timescale) which forms the channel.We examine the possible
mechanisms by which a functional channel overcomes the
impediment of a dielectric barrier and devise amodel of an ion
channel that is free of ﬁtting parameters (except for a reason-
able choice of dielectric constants) and realistic enough to
yield ion currents which are compatible with experimental
observations.Weemploy a combination ofmodelingmethods
that span a range of molecular resolutions (particle dynamics,
continuum electrostatics), thus enabling treatment of ion
channel permeation from ﬁrst principles.
Ion permeation is slow on a molecular timescale. As an
ion passes through the channel, the protein channel molecule
has time to adjust its local geometry to the presence of the
ion instantaneously on the timescale of the ion transport
(Mackay et al., 1984; Partenskii and Jordan, 1992; Roux and
Karplus, 1993; Berneche and Roux, 2000). We have per-
formed an equilibrium MD study of protein channel relaxa-
tion with an ion placed at various positions inside the channel.
Our simulations reveal that the introduction of an ion into
the channel causes only small changes in the three-dimen-
sional structure of the protein in agreement with previous
studies of an Na1 ion in GA channel (Woolf and Roux,
1997). These small structural changes, however, substantially
alter the ion-protein electrostatic interaction energy, leading
to the relative stabilization of the ion-channel complex. This
observation forms the basis for the numerical approach pro-
posed herein.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
‘‘Theory and Simulation Methods’’ section the theoretical
formulation is discussed and the simulation methods used are
outlined. The ‘‘Simulation Procedure’’ section describes the
system studied and provides details of the numerical
modeling. Our results are presented and discussed in Results
and Discussion, followed by a Conclusions section. An
Appendix is provided with a summary of terms and
abbreviations used throughout the article.
THEORY AND SIMULATION METHODS
Potential-of-Mean-Force-Poisson-Nernst-Planck
(PMFPNP) approach to calculate ion currents
through the channel
In continuum theory, electrolyte ions are treated as
a continuous charge distribution characterized by the
concentrations fcið~rÞg of the ionic species involved. The
electric charge of the ith ionic species is qi and the associated
charge density is qicið~rÞ: The distribution of these concen-
trations is governed by a set of drift-diffusion equations, also
called Nernst-Planck equations, one for each ionic species i
present in solution. In particular,~ji; the ﬂux of species i at
a given point in space, is given by
~jið~rÞ ¼ Dið~rÞ @cið~rÞ
@~r
1 cið~rÞ @
@~r
ðbcið~rÞÞ
 
; (1a)
and the concentration of species i evolves in accordance with
the continuity equation @ci=@t ¼ div~ji: In Eq. 1a, Di is
the position-dependent diffusion coefﬁcient of species i,
b ¼ ðkTÞ1 is the inverse temperature, k is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Finally, cið~rÞ is
the free energy of ions of species i in solution. At steady
state,
div~ji ¼ 0; (1b)
and thus all quantities in Eq. 1 are time-independent. The
second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 1a is the drift term
due to the forces acting on a charged particle of species i
from both ion-ion interactions and external sources. The
latter include interactions with ﬁxed charges on the protein
system and the externally imposed electric ﬁeld. Eq. 1 is
supplemented by concentration boundary conditions that
account for the external bulk ionic concentrations of species i
(which may be different on different boundary ‘‘faces,’’
particularly if concentrations in the bathing solutions on the
two sides of the membrane differ).
In a continuum model cið~rÞ depends on the electrostatic
charge distribution in the system and on the (generally
position-dependent) dielectric response function eð~rÞ: It is
convenient to separate the ion free energy into two
contributions:
cið~rÞ ¼ qifmobileð~rÞ1DGiSIPð~rÞ; (2)
where fmobileð~rÞ is the electrostatic potential due to all
mobile ions and the applied electric ﬁeld associated with
external electrodes, and DGiSIPð~rÞ is the potential of mean
force (PMF) (McQuarrie, 1976) for a single test ion (hence
‘‘single ion potential,’’ or SIP). In an inhomogeneous
dielectric medium, fmobileð~rÞ is determined by the Poisson
equation:
~=  ðeð~rÞ~=fmobileð~rÞÞ ¼ 4p+
i
qicið~rÞ; (3)
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subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e., values of the
electrostatic potential are ﬁxed on the boundaries of the
computational box (Kurnikova et al., 1999). In reality, these
boundary conditions are imposed by the electrodes. In
numerical models practical considerations often dictate the
use of smaller subsystems, for which the computational
boundary conditions need to be taken to reﬂect the effect of
the actual ones using theoretical considerations (Graf et al.,
2000). In the simplest approximation introduced in the ﬁeld
of channel modeling by Eisenberg and co-workers (Barcilon
et al., 1992), the term DGiSIPð~rÞ is disregarded. In an obvious
generalization, DGiSIPð~rÞ may include the electrostatic
potential due to partial charges ﬁxed on the protein and
lipid atoms, i.e., DGiSIPð~rÞ ¼ qifproteinð~rÞ (Chen and Eisen-
berg, 1993a,b; Kurnikova et al., 1999; Cardenas et al., 2000).
Eqs. 1 and 3 are coupled nonlinearly via the ci and fmobile
variables. In the general case of a protein of arbitrary
geometry and distribution of partial charges on protein
atoms, they have no analytical solution and must be solved
numerically to self-consistency (Kurnikova et al., 1999).
Eqs. 1–3 with DGiSIPð~rÞ ¼ qifproteinð~rÞ comprise the so-
called Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) theory.
It is important to note that PNP theory invokes a mean
ﬁeld approximation in which the ion responds to the average
concentrations of all mobile ions and its integrity as a particle
is not accounted for. In particular, it was recognized recently
that the change in solvation energy of a single ion when it
moves in an inhomogeneous dielectric medium provides an
important contribution to the drift ﬂux term of Eq. 1 but is
missing from the PNP deﬁnition of DGiSIPð~rÞ (Corry et al.,
2000; Schuss et al., 2001; Graf et al., 2000). This change in
the free energy of a single ion deﬁned with respect to the free
energy of that ion in a bulk solvent was termed the DSE (or
dielectric barrier) DGiDSEð~rÞ (Graf et al., 2000, and Graf,
2002, unpublished results). When the DSE is taken into
account, DGiSIPð~rÞ is modiﬁed to
DG
i
SIPð~rÞ ¼ qifproteinð~rÞ1DGiDSEð~rÞ: (4)
Recent studies have shown that DGiDSE in a narrow
channel strongly inﬂuences the resulting current (Graf et al.,
2000, and Graf, unpublished results). Therefore, a careful
assessment of DGiSIPð~rÞ is essential for modeling realistic
channel behavior. PNP-like theory that implements
DGiSIPð~rÞ as deﬁned in Eq. 4 will be termed Dielectric-
Self-Energy-Poisson-Nernst-Planck (DSEPNP) theory
(Graf, unpublished results). It was found that using this
model to calculate ion transport through narrow channels
such as Gramicidin A leads to very low permeability due
to the high dielectric self-energy barrier, and cannot
account for the observed relatively efﬁcient ionic perme-
ation through such channels. Note, however, that DGiSIP; as
deﬁned by Eq. 4, still disregards a potentially important
contribution to the free energy of inserting an ion at some
location in the channel that results from the induced
change in the channel geometry. A better calculation of
DGiSIP is clearly needed.
In general, calculating free energy differences in bio-
molecular processes is a challenging task. Several ap-
proaches have been adopted for various problems in
molecular modeling. These theoretical methodologies
span a wide range of molecular resolution—from estimating
electrostatic free energies on a continuum level by solving
the Poisson equation (Sharp and Honig, 1990; Dieckmann
et al., 1999; Luty et al., 1992; Partenskii et al., 1994) to full
atomistic Molecular Dynamics simulations (Roux and
Karplus, 1993; Kollman et al., 2000). In this article we
adopt a methodology to calculate DGiSIPð~rÞ for an ion
entering the channel which is both cost-effective in terms of
computational power and can account for the most essential
properties of the system, including efﬁcient ion permeation,
when the function DGiSIPð~rÞ thus estimated is utilized in
a PNP-like kinetic theory. The general approach of
combining the precalculated PMF for a single ion with the
self-consistent PNP approach to estimate ion currents will be
termed PMFPNP.
The electrostatic free energy of transferring an ion from
the bulk solution into the channel is deﬁned by
DG
i
SIPð~rÞ ¼ Gcomplexð~rÞ  Gprotein  Gion; (5)
where Gcomplex is the energy of an ion plus protein/
membrane complex embedded in the solvent (water) with
the ion located at a point~r inside the channel, Gprotein is the
energy of the protein/membrane system (without the ion)
embedded in the same solvent and Gion is the energy of
a single ion in the bulk solvent. The conventional continuum
electrostatic approach for calculating DGiSIPð~rÞ; based on Eq.
4, is outlined in the next subsection. A combined MD/
continuum approach, which takes into account the channel
ﬂexibility, is presented in the following subsection. In
subsequent sections we present results of applying both
methodologies to ﬁrst determine a plausible set of dielectric
constants and then simulate current through the Gramicidin
A channel.
A continuum approach to calculate the
electrostatic free energy
In the absence of external ﬁelds, the electrostatic energy
G of a collection of point charges can be found as
G ¼ ð1=2Þ+
i
qifi; where the summation is over all
electrostatic charges qi in the system and fi is the value of
the electrostatic potential at the position of charge i. The
electrostatic potential fð~rÞ needed to calculate G can be
found from the corresponding Poisson equation:
~=  ðeð~rÞ~=fð~rÞÞ ¼ 4p+
j
qjdð~r ~rjÞ; (6)
supplemented by Dirichlet boundary conditions with the
boundary potential set to zero inﬁnitely far away from the
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source charges. In Eq. 6, d is the three-dimensional Dirac
delta function and ~rj is the position of charge qj. We have
recently shown (Graf et al., 2000, and Graf, unpublished
results) that for channels as narrow as 4 A˚ in radius,
a continuum description of ion permeation described by
DSEPNP, i.e., Eqs. 1–6, compares well with results of
Dynamic Monte Carlo (DMC) simulations in which ions are
treated as charged particles that diffuse in an inhomogeneous
dielectric medium with a prescribed diffusion coefﬁcient. As
already mentioned, such particle-based simulation models of
narrow rigid channels (Allen et al., 1999; Graf et al., 2000)
exhibit very small superlinear currents for voltages up to 200
mV. The insigniﬁcance of these currents can be traced to the
presence of a DSE barrier of several kT in each. In contrast,
real biological channels of similar size and shape exhibit
substantial ionic current at low voltages, with nearly linear or
sublinear current-voltage characteristics. A detailed analysis
of DSEPNP and DMC particle simulations suggests that the
effective polarizability of the channel environment (loosely
deﬁned as the ability of the local protein environment to
adjust to stabilize an extra electric charge) must be higher
than implied by the standard model utilized in both DMC
and DSEPNP studies reported previously. Both approaches
for simulating ion motions across channels suffer from the
following two major limitations, related to the insufﬁcient
ﬂexibility assigned to the description of the channel. First,
the solvent polarizability is accounted for by a single
parameter (a dielectric constant), while in reality solvent
response in the conﬁned channel environment may vary with
the position in the channel in a way that cannot be
determined from the bulk solvent properties. Second, the
protein structure is taken to be rigid (usually at its average
NMR conﬁguration), while in reality the protein structure
responds to the ionic presence. Below we will investigate the
consequences of both limitations.
A combined molecular dynamics/continuum
electrostatics approach to calculate free energy
DGiSIPð~rÞ can, in principle, be found from an atomistic
simulation in which all atoms on the protein, the lipid
membrane, and the solvent are treated explicitly. Several
attempts to calculate the free energy of an ion in a Gramicidin
A channel by MD simulation have been reported (Roux and
Karplus, 1993; Woolf and Roux, 1997; Elber et al., 1995).
Such calculations rely on a parameterized potential function
(Roux, 2002) and require complete sampling of the system
conﬁguration space. Improvements in the available param-
eterizations of potential functions have been slow in recent
years (Roux, 2002). Fortunately, an alternative method of
dealing with the second problem, namely the limited
sampling of the environment conﬁgurational space, has
recently been introduced. Since a large portion of the
conﬁguration space required for quantitative calculation of
the free energy of an ion in a solvent is due to the solvent
itself, it was proposed (Kollman et al., 2000; Vorobjev et al.,
1999) that the computationally expensive sampling of
solvent conﬁgurations may be replaced by considering
solvent effects via an appropriate approximate averaging
procedure. A similar procedure was applied to model
a polyglycine analog of Gramicidin A channel (Aqvist and
Warshel, 1989). Following the approach of Kollman et al.
(2000) a full-scale equilibrium MD trajectory of the protein
in an atomistic solvent is generated to sample the protein
conformational space (with and without ion in the channel).
The resulting sequence of N protein/water conﬁgurations is
used to obtain a corresponding sequence of dielectric
continuum models of these systems, in which the ﬁxed
protein charges are embedded in their corresponding atomic
positions. These continuum dielectric conﬁgurations, ob-
tained with the permeating ion ﬁxed in a given position, are
then used to compute the electrostatic free energy of
inserting the ion at that position (Sharp and Honig, 1990).
Adapting the procedure introduced by Kollman et al. (2000),
the free energy of ion-protein complex formation is
calculated as an average over all n ¼ 1, . . . , N
conﬁgurations:
DG
i
SIP ¼
1
N
+
N
n¼1
DG
iðnÞ
SIP ; ð7Þ
where DGiðnÞSIP has the same meaning as in Eq. 5, calculated for
the n-th conﬁguration. The method thus combines an MD
FIGURE 1 Snapshot of the GA channel with a K1 ion embedded in
a model membrane and solvated with water after a 300-ps MD simulation as
described in text. The model lipid bilayer is represented by pink spheres (the
radius of the pink sphere in a picture does not reﬂect its Lennard-Jones
parameters). The K1 ion is shown as the blue sphere in the center of the
channel. Only backbone atoms of the peptide chains are shown.
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simulation to obtain atomistic conﬁgurations of the mem-
brane-protein-ion complex with a continuum dielectric
representation of each conﬁguration to obtain a simple
estimate of DGiðnÞSIP for that conﬁguration, followed by the
average indicated in Eq. 7. This approach allows us to
account for solvent effects on average, i.e., at a mean ﬁeld
level, and to reduce the noise in the free energy calculations
due to insufﬁcient sampling of solvent conﬁgurations. The
procedure described above, in which the potential of mean
force DGSIP is calculated via Eq. 7 and then used in the PNP
formalism, will be termed Potential-of-Mean-Force-Poisson-
Nernst-Planck (PMFPNP). We should note that this
calculation still disregards contributions to the free energy
due to changes in the protein internal energy and accounts
only approximately (through the temperature-dependence of
the dielectric functions) for entropic contributions. These
missing contributions are expected to be small because
deformation of the protein is minimal during the ion
permeation (see the Results and Discussion section), and
because the changes in conﬁguration entropy in these
processes are typically small. (A similar number of degrees
of freedom are constrained independent of the ion position in
the channel.)
THE SIMULATION PROCEDURE
The model system
The approach outlined above was implemented in a series of
calculations performed for a model Gramicidin A (GA)
channel. GA is an antibiotic peptide widely used in single-
channel experiments on passive ion-current permeation
through a lipid membrane. It is a robust narrow channel
with a relatively rigid structure. It reconstructs into a lipid
bilayer by forming head-to-head dimers of a-helical
polypeptides. Due to its unusual primary sequence of
alternating L and D amino acids it forms a helix with all
the amino acid sidegroups extending away from the
backbone helix, which forms the channel. Therefore, the
channel is lined with backbone carbonyl and amide groups,
generating a hydrophilic environment inside the channel.
Fig. 1 shows a three-dimensional GA ion channel structure
incorporated into a crude model of a lipid bilayer membrane,
with the membrane/protein channel system solvated in
water. This snapshot is taken from an MD simulation
performed as described in the next section. As has been
noted by several workers (Dieckmann et al., 1999; Roux and
MacKinnon, 1999; Graf et al., 2000) the dielectric self-
energy is very large for channels\5 A˚ in radius, implying
the conundrum discussed above in modeling their perme-
ability. We have chosen to work with GA, the narrowest
known ion channel, to emphasize our goal of understanding
the permeability of such narrow channels. It has also been
pointed out (Doyle et al., 1998; Tieleman et al., 2001) that
the selectivity ﬁlter of the potassium channel possesses
certain similarities to the GA channel and thus our study of
GA may help to understand the energetics of the potassium
channel selectivity ﬁlter as well as other narrow channels.
MD/continuum simulation of an ion in
the GA channel
We have performed a set of molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations of a single potassium ion and a single chloride
ion ﬁxed at various positions in a Gramicidin A channel. GA
was incorporated into a slab of heavy (mass ¼ 100 au)
spheres with Lennard-Jones parameters e ¼ 0.05 kcal/mol
and s ¼ 4.45 A˚, and no partial charge. The slab of these
dummy spheres represents a lipid bilayer by providing
a nonpolar environment for the channel molecule. This
channel-membrane model system was then immersed in
a box of 738 SPC/E water molecules. Eight water molecules
in random conﬁgurations were placed inside the GA pore.
This system was subjected to energy minimization followed
by a 200-ps constant pressure MD equilibration run at 300 K.
Positions of the dummy atoms and GA atoms were
constrained in space with 200 kcal/mol/A˚2 harmonic spring
forces. After the GA-water equilibration was completed, an
ion (K1 or Cl) was introduced into the channel. A force
constant of 200 kcal/mol/A˚2 was again applied to the
positions of the dummy atoms and a 10 kcal/mol/A˚2 force
constant was applied to the backbone atoms of the GA. The
energy of each system thus prepared was minimized,
followed by a 30-ps equilibration period when the harmonic
constraints on the GA backbone atoms were gradually
reduced from 10 kcal/mol/A˚2 to 0.5 kcal/mol/A˚2. Sub-
sequently, 300-ps production runs were performed with
FIGURE 2 Two-dimensional center cut of the three-dimensional space-
dependent dielectric constant function used for numerical solution of the
Poisson equation. The simulation system is divided into four regions: the
protein (ep), the bulk water (ew), the membrane (em), and the channel water
(echw ).
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constant volume dynamics at 300 K. 0.5 kcal/mol/A˚2 har-
monic constraints were maintained on each of the backbone
C and N atoms of GA. The coordinate of the ion along the
channel axis (z-axis) was held ﬁxed, while its x,y coordinates
were allowed to ﬂuctuate. The coordinates of the protein
atoms were collected every 2 ps. For every such time point
along the MD trajectory, the coordinates of the protein
molecule and the ion were used to calculate the appropriate
electrostatic free energy by solving the Poisson equation as
described in AContinuumApproach to Calculate the Electro-
static Free Energy.
An MD trajectory of GA without K1 was also generated
as described above. All MD simulations were performed
using the AMBER 6 software package and Cornell et al.
force ﬁeld (Cornell et al., 1995). The Lennard-Jones para-
meters for the potassium ion were taken from work of Aqvist
(1990). Bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained
via the SHAKE algorithm. A 12-A˚ cutoff distance was used
for all nonbonded interactions. The MD time step was set
to 2 fs.
For the continuum electrostatics calculations, partial char-
ges on the GA atoms were taken from the force ﬁeld of
Cornell (Cornell et al., 1995). The dielectric response proﬁle
eð~rÞ and the positions of the partial charges represent the
molecular system in a continuum representation. In the
numerical solution of Eq. 6, these functions are discretized
on a uniform three-dimensional grid as described in
Kurnikova et al. (1999). The radii of potassium and chlorine
ions, estimated by ﬁtting experimental enthalpies of
hydration, were chosen to be RK1 ¼ 2.17 A˚ (Dieckmann
et al., 1999) and RCl ¼ 1.81 A˚ (Dasent, 1982) The
electrostatic energy was calculated using our three-dimen-
sional PNP program (Kurnikova et al., 1999), modiﬁed to
allow the assignment of several arbitrary values of dielectric
constant parameters to different regions of space. For all
results reported in the following sections, the grid dimen-
sions of the simulation box were 1513 with a linear scale of
three grid points per A˚. The width of the membrane was set
to 33 A˚ to mimic a glycerilmonoolein bilayer. In Fig. 2,
a two-dimensional slice of eð~rÞ shows how different
dielectric constants are assigned to membrane (em), protein
(ep), bulk (ew), and channel (echw ) regions. The choice of
numerical values for the dielectric constants is discussed in
the Results and Discussion section. Quasi-coulombic
boundary conditions (Klapper et al., 1986), which anticipate
the asymptotic form of the electric potential far from the
source charge region, were employed in our electrostatic
calculations to obtain accurate results with a ﬁnite-size
computational box. The set of calculations described above
was repeated with the potassium ion ﬁxed at 18 different
positions along one GA monomer at spatial increments of 1
A˚, and the chloride ion ﬁxed at seven different positions at
spatial increments of 3 A˚.
All calculations were performed on a set of IBM RS6000
workstations. It took ;12.5 h to complete a 300-ps
MD simulation and ;27 h to solve a set of Poisson
equations as prescribed by Eq. 7 for N ¼ 150.
MD calculation of the diffusion coefﬁcients
The diffusion coefﬁcients of the ion were calculated from the
all-atom MD simulation using the force-force autocorrela-
tion function (McQuarrie, 1976; Koneshan et al., 1998). Ac-
cording to the ﬂuctuation-dissipation theorem for a Brownian
particle moving in thermal equilibrium, the one-dimen-
sional friction coefﬁcient is:
gzð~rÞ ¼
b
2
ð‘
‘
hFzð~r; 0Þ3Fzð~r; tÞidt; (8)
where Fzð~r; tÞ is the random force on the particle at position
~r along the channel axis. The space-dependent diffusion co-
efﬁcient Dð~rÞ for the ion can then be extracted using the
Stokes-Einstein relation Dð~rÞ ¼ ðbgð~rÞÞ1:
The input needed for Eq. 8 was obtained from equilibrium
MD simulations with the potassium ion ﬁxed in space. All
parameters needed for the MD simulation were set as de-
scribed in the previous section. Starting with equilibrated
FIGURE 3 Electrostatic free energy of the K1-GA binding, DGK
1
SIPð~rÞ, is
calculated here for a rigid channel with different protein dielectric
constants). DGK
1
SIP is plotted as a function of the ion displacement from the
center of the GA channel along the channel axis. The energy is calculated by
numerical solution of the Poisson equation for a conﬁguration of GA taken
from the PDB data bank (Arsen’ev et al., 1986) (Eqs. 5–6). The dielectric
constant of the bulk water is ew ¼ 80, the membrane em ¼ 4 and the channel
water echw ¼ 80. The dielectric constant of the protein was taken to be ep ¼ 4
(d), 10 (n), and 30 (¤). See Fig. 2 for the assignment of regions with
different dielectric constants.
TABLE 1 The value of the DGK1SIP barrier calculated by
numerical solution of the Poisson equation for a rigid
NMR conﬁguration of GA (as prescribed by Eq. 5)
echw DG
K1
SIP ðkTÞ
40 7.2
80 6.4
200 5.4
The dielectric constant of the channel water is varied while dielectric
constants of other parts of the system are kept ﬁxed with epsilon of bulk
water ew ¼ 80, membrane em ¼ 4, and protein ep ¼ 10.
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systems of K1 ﬁxed in the GA channel at a particular position
along the channel axis, a 1-ns trajectorywas generated and the
forces acting on the ion were collected. This calculation was
repeated at 18 K1 ion positions selected as indicated above. A
similar MD simulation of a potassium ion in bulk water was
also performed. In the latter simulation the K1 ion was
immersed in a box of 735 SPC/E water molecules, the system
was equilibrated, and ﬁnally, a 1-ns constant volume
equilibrium trajectory was generated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Continuum dielectric theory: the role of the
dielectric response
In continuum modeling of biological channels the position-
dependent dielectric response function plays a prominent
role. The most common choice for the dielectric constant of
the membrane and the protein molecule is em ¼ ep ¼ 2–5.
Water is usually represented as a dielectric medium with
dielectric constant ew ¼ 80. The choice of these parameters
for calculating electrostatic free energies of binding in
solution has been intensively scrutinized in recent literature
on globular proteins and organic molecules (Simonson and
Brooks, 1996; Sharp and Honig, 1990; Warshel and
Russell, 1984). However, the appropriate choice of di-
electric constants for membrane proteins and membrane
environments is relatively unexplored. We have examined
the dependence of the electrostatic binding free energy
DGK
1
SIP in the GA channel, calculated as described in A
Continuum Approach to Calculate the Electrostatic Free
Energy, on the choice of the dielectric constant values of the
channel environment (as in Fig. 2). Indeed, the two-e model
predicts a huge solvation barrier for an ion in a narrow
channel. Fig. 3 shows, via the solid line with ﬁlled circles,
DGK
1
SIP for a potassium ion in a GA channel as a function of
the ion position along the channel axis for a set of e-values
in the range indicated above, namely, ew ¼ echw ¼ 80, em ¼
ep ¼ 4. The three-dimensional channel structure reported by
Arsen’ev et al. (1986) was employed in these calculations.
Note the high barrier of ;14 kT to bring the ion into the
center of the channel which results from this choice of
parameters. Such a barrier would completely block ion
current (Graf, 2002, unpublished results), in contrast to
experimental observation. Since the GA channel is very
efﬁcient in passing simple cations, one should ask what
other properties of the channel and its environment need to
be incorporated into the model to describe its interaction
with the ion at least qualitatively correctly. It is widely
believed that the environment around a biological channel is
highly inhomogeneous in its electrostatic properties and
therefore cannot be described adequately by just two
dielectric constant regions. It should be emphasized that
this separation of the single ion potential into two
contributions, one associated with explicit charges in the
environment (in this case the protein) and the other arising
from the dielectric self energy, is to some extent arbitrary
and reﬂects our choice of the electrostatic model for the
protein. One possibility is that simply employing a better
description of the dielectric response function may yield
a more realistic permeability model. A protein is a polariz-
able medium and ep values between 4 and 20 have recently
been suggested to represent a protein molecule (King et al.,
1991; Gilson and Honig, 1986; Schutz and Warshel, 2001).
Therefore, the dielectric constant ep was increased in several
increments up to ep ¼ 30, keeping ew ¼ echw and em as 80
and 4, respectively. Fig. 3 shows results for DGK
1
SIP
obtained under these conditions. We see that even for ep
as high as 30 the barrier DGK
1
SIP is still ;2.5 kT. Note that
the mobility of water inside the channel is highly restricted
and its dielectric response is probably substantially lower
than that of bulk water. Still, we ﬁnd that the ion
penetration free energy is rather insensitive to the water
dielectric constant value in this region. This is shown in
Table 1, in which echw was varied between 40 and 200. It
appears that for a narrow channel conﬁned within a low
dielectric constant (e \ 6) membrane, a substantial
dielectric barrier exists even if the protein and/or the
channel region are assigned unphysically high dielectric
constants. Our recent DMC studies of ion current in a model
cylindrical channel (Graf et al., 2000) indicate that an ener-
getic barrier as low as 2 kT effectively inhibits any appre-
ciable ionic current at low applied voltages (Graf et al.,
2000, and Graf, unpublished results). Therefore, other
mechanisms by which the environment can polarize in
response to the presence of a permeating ion must exist. As
FIGURE 4 DGK
1
SIP calculated for different protein
structures which are collected during the MD simula-
tion. Note how the energy ﬂuctuates between positive
and negative values, indicating ion-permeable and im-
permeable structural conformations of the protein (see
explanation in text). In both panels echw ¼ 40, ew ¼ 80,
and em¼ 4. (a) Initial relaxation. ep¼ 2. (b) A portion of
the equilibrium trajectory. Solid line shows calculations
with ep ¼ 4, and dashed line is for ep ¼ 2.
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outlined in the Introduction, a likely mechanism entails
local conformational changes in the protein as the ion
moves through the channel. The next subsection considers
this possibility.
Free energy of ion-channel association
from combined MD simulations and
continuum electrostatics method: the
role of channel relaxation
To elucidate the inﬂuence of the protein molecule itself on the
passage of an ion through the channel, the free energy DGK
1
SIP
associatedwith transferring aK1 ion from the bulk electrolyte
solution to a particular point ~r inside the GA channel was
calculated as described above in ‘‘A Combined Molecular
Dynamics/Continuum Electrostatics Approach to Calculate
Free Energy’’. Namely, a sample of GA conﬁgurations was
obtained from equilibrium MD simulations with a K1 ion at
various positions along the channel, followed by continuum
dielectric model calculations of the free energy associated
with transferring the potassium ion into the channel. The
results obtained from these simulations are shown in Figs. 4–
7. Fig. 4 shows DGK
1
SIP as a function of time calculated along
the MD trajectory for the complex with the ion positioned in
the center of the channel as in Fig. 1, starting from an initial
protein structure taken as the NMR geometry. The values of
the dielectric constants used in the electrostatic part of this
calculation are ep¼ 2, em¼ 4, echw ¼ 40 and ew¼ 80. The initial
relaxation of energy at the onset of the simulation is shown in
FIGURE 5 (a) Dependence ofDGK
1
SIP on e
ch
w plotted for
several snapshots taken from the MD trajectory; n is the
index labeling snapshots along the MD trajectory. The
following set of dielectric parameters was used ep¼ em¼
4, ew ¼ echw ¼ 80. The dielectric constant of the channel
water was set to echw ¼ 20 (¤), 40 (n), and 80 (d). See Fig.
2 for the assignment of regions with different dielectric
constants. (b) Dependence of DGK1SIP on em plotted for
several snapshots taken from the MD trajectory. The
following set of dielectric parameters was used ep¼ 2, ew
¼ 80, echw ¼ 40. The dielectric constant of the membrane
was set to em ¼ 2 (¤) and 4 (d).
FIGURE 6 The total free energy proﬁle calculated for K1 ion in the
channel using the ﬂexible channel with ﬂuctuations generated by an MD
trajectory as described in ‘‘A Combined Molecular Dynamics/Continuum
Electrostatics Approach to Calculate Free Energy’’. Each point in the plot is
the average of N = 150 calculations along the 300-ps MD trajectory as
prescribed by Eq 7. The following set of dielectric parameters was used: ep¼
em ¼ 4, ew ¼ echw ¼ 80.
FIGURE 7 (a) Average free energy of K1, ﬂexible GA binding DGK
1
SIP;
i.e., with partial charges on GA atoms (d), compared with DGK
1
DSE; i.e.,
without partial charges on the GA atoms (¤). Each point is the average of N
¼ 150 calculations along the 300-ps MD trajectory as prescribed by Eq. 7.
(b) The same as in a but for the rigid NMR geometry of GA as prescribed by
Eq. 5. (c) The same as in b but for average MD geometry of GA equilibrated
with only water (no ion) in the channel.
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Fig. 4 a. The free energy drops below zero on average in
a fraction of a picosecond. This result clearly demonstrates the
short timescale required for the protein to adjust to the
insertion of the ion. The equilibrium state is reached after
a longer time. Electrostatic calculations in the equilibrated
part of the trajectory, presented in Fig. 4 b, were performed
using ep ¼ 4 (solid line) and ep ¼ 2 (dashed line), keeping em
and echw as above: note that DG
K1
SIP is characterized by large
ﬂuctuations between positive and negative values. That is, the
protein ﬂuctuates between permeable and nonpermeable
structures in rapid succession. On average, however, more
conﬁgurations that favor ion binding inside the channel occur
and the resulting average energy is negative, i.e., favorable for
ion permeation into the channel. Another important observa-
tion that can be drawn from Fig. 4 b is that the dependence of
the calculated energy on the value of ep is different for
different conﬁgurations. For some structures, e.g., the initial
NMR structure, DGK1SIP ; increases as ep decreases in the same
manner as observed in Fig. 3. For others, however, the energy
decreases with decreasing ep, resulting in tighter binding of
the ion-protein complex. This is somewhat counterintuitive
and demonstrates that for any particular spatial distribution of
the dielectric response function eð~rÞ it is impossible to predict,
a priori, how the polarization of themedium around the charge
will inﬂuence the calculated electrostatic energy in the
system. The dependence of DGK
1
SIP on the choice of e
ch
w and
em is shown in Fig. 5, a and b, respectively, for several
snapshots from the MD simulation. DGK
1
SIP depends very
weakly on echw (see Fig. 5 a) and varies monotonically with em
(Fig. 5 b).
DGK
1
SIP was shown for individual channel conﬁgurations
in Figs. 3–5. In what follows we consider the corresponding
free energy averages over the entire equilibrium MD trajec-
tory according to Eq. 7. The following values of dielectric
parameters were used to obtain the results presented in the
remainder of this article: em¼ ep¼ 4, and ew¼ echw ¼ 80. Fig. 6
shows this trajectory-averaged free energy as a function of
ion position along the channel axis. Deep wells in the DGK
1
SIP
FIGURE 8 Root mean square deviation of GA backbone carbonyl oxygen
atoms in the MD simulation. The numbers of the residues in the protein
sequence are indicated on the abscissa. Circles correspond to the simulation
with a K1 ion placed in the center of the channel (d). The curve with the
squares is for the GA channel without K1 (n). Each root mean square
deviation curve is calculated along the 300-ps MD trajectory relative to the
corresponding average MD structure.
FIGURE 9 The average conﬁguration of GA in MD simulation without
the ion (orange peptide) is superimposed with the average conﬁguration of
GA in MD simulations with the K1 ion (green peptide). K1 is shown as
a blue sphere. Arrows indicate the carbonyl oxygens that bend toward the
K1 due to favorable electrostatic interactions. (a) During the MD sim-
ulation, an ion was in the center of the channel; and (b) K1 is 9 A˚ from the
center of the channel, the predicted position of the binding site (cf. Fig. 6).
TABLE 2 Distances between K1 and the nearest backbone
carbonyl oxygen atoms are reported for NMR (RNMR), MD_GA
(RMD_GA) and MD_GA_K (RMD_GA_K) conﬁgurations
Name and no.
of the residue
RNMR
(A˚)
RMD_GA
(A˚)
RMD_GA_K
(A˚)
DRNMR
(A˚)
DRMD
(A˚)
DaMD
(deg)
FOR0 3.95 4.30 4.25 0.30 0.05 6
VAL1 4.03 4.01 3.30 0.73 0.71 24
ALA3 3.07 3.35 2.87 0.20 0.48 14
FOR17 3.95 3.99 4.03 0.08 0.04 17
VAL18 4.04 4.11 3.13 0.91 0.98 33
ALA20 3.09 3.35 2.89 0.2 0.46 15
For the NMR conﬁguration, K1 was placed in the center of the channel. For
theMD_GA conﬁguration, Gramicidin Awas equilibrated with only water in
the channel, then the average conﬁguration over the trajectory was generated,
and a K1 ion placed in the center of the channel. To generate the MD_GA_K
conﬁguration, Gramicidin A was equilibrated by MD simulation with K1
placed at the center of the channel, ﬁxing the coordinate in the axial direction;
then the average conﬁguration over the trajectory was generated. Changes in
K1-carbonyl oxygen distances between NMR and MD_GA_K (DRNMR)
conﬁgurations and betweenMD_GAandMD_GA_K (DRMD) conﬁgurations
are also given in the Table, as are changes in the carbonyl group angles
(DaMD) betweenMD_GA andMD_GA_K conﬁgurations. The name and the
number of the corresponding residues are given in the ﬁrst column of the table
and are enumerated as in the original ﬁle (1GRM) taken from the protein data
bank (www.rcsb.org).
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proﬁle indicate cation stabilization (and thus possible ion
binding sites). The energy minima located closer to the en-
trance to the channel are deeper than the two energy minima
near the center of the channel. It is important to emphasize the
large difference between the free energy for ion insertion
calculated for the relaxed channel and for the NMR conﬁg-
uration. In Fig. 7 a the trajectory-averaged DGK
1
SIPð~rÞ in
the relaxed channel with K1 is shown (again) along with
DGK
1
DSEð~rÞ: The electrostatic free energy of transferring an ion
from the bulk solution into the channel for the (unrelaxed)
NMR channel geometry, calculated via Eq. 5, is shown in
Fig. 7 b. In Fig. 7 c we show the electrostatic free energy of
transferring K1 from the bulk solution into an averaged
structure obtained by ﬁrst equilibrating the GA protein in an
MD simulation with only water inside. Comparing Fig. 7 a to
either Fig. 7, b or c, it is clearly seen that the relaxation of the
channel environment in the ion’s presence during the MD
simulation leads to a huge decrease in the cost of introducing
an ion into the channel. If the channel is kept in its NMR
geometry or in an average geometrical structure obtained by
pre-equilibrating the channel with water but without K1, an
ion entering the channel experiences a signiﬁcant energetic
barrier. Thus, it is favorable for the ion to bind into a channel
that is allowed to relax in response to the ion’s presence, as is
the case in nature. This relaxation evidently leads to a dramatic
decrease of the electrostatic free energy, which may become
negative. Further inspection of the DSE term in Fig. 7
(diamonds) and the total DGK
1
SIPð~rÞ (circles) reveals that when
channel ﬂexibility is allowed in the ion’s presence (Fig. 7 a)
only minor changes in the DSE term occur, whereas the total
complex association energy, DGK
1
SIPð~rÞ; decreases signiﬁ-
cantly. The latter observation indicates that for our choice of
the electrostatic model of the protein, the main effect of the
small structural changes in the channel molecule, which occur
as a result of the local relaxation around the permeating ion,
is to modify the direct electrostatic interactions of the per-
meating ion with the nearby partial charges on the protein
groups. The effect of protein relaxation onDGK
1
DSEð~rÞ is small.
The direct ion-protein electrostatic interactions become sig-
niﬁcantly stronger in a ﬂexible channel and can compensate
the large DSE, thus rendering the channel permeable.
Next, we investigate how the structure of the protein is
affected, on average, by the presence of an ion in the protein
channel. The central part of the GA channel is formed when
two a-helical monomers are stacked on top of each other
in the membrane. They are held together only by hydrogen
bonds, and therefore the center is the most ﬂexible part of the
channel, which is fairly rigid in other parts (Woolf and Roux,
1997). We have found that deviations from the average atom
positions due to the ion presence are relatively small even in
FIGURE 10 Average DGClSIP for a ﬂexible GA (d) and for a rigid one (¤).
For the ﬂexible protein each point in the plot is the average of N ¼ 150
calculations along the 300-ps MD trajectory as prescribed by Eq. 7. The
NMR geometry of the GA was used for the rigid channel. The following set
of dielectric parameters was used for both calculations: ep¼ em¼ 4, ew¼ echw
¼ 80.
TABLE 5 The same as in Table 4 but for NMR, MD_GA, and
MD_GA_K conﬁgurations with K1 ion placed 9 A˚ away
from the center of the channel
Name and no.
of the residue
uNMR
(deg)
uMD GA
(deg)
uMD_GA_K
(deg)
VAL8 15 13 17
LEU10 9 4 23
TRP11 155 155 144
LEU12 19 8 5
TRP13 150 155 146
TRP15 142 144 147
TABLE 4 Backbone carbonyl groups angles with respect
to the bilayer normal are reported for NMR (uNMR), MD_GA
(uMD_GA), and MD_GA_K (uMD_GA_K) conﬁgurations
Name and no.
of the residue
uNMR
(deg)
uMD_GA
(deg)
uMD_GA_K
(deg)
FOR0 5 12 10
VAL1 157 158 155
ALA3 158 161 158
FOR17 174 171 161
VAL18 24 23 26
ALA20 23 18 23
To generate the MD_GA conﬁguration, Gramicidin A was equilibrated with
only water in the channel, then the average conﬁguration over the trajectory
was computed, and a K1 ion placed in the center of the channel. For the
MD_GA_K conﬁguration, Gramicidin A was equilibrated by MD
simulation with K1 placed at the center of the channel, ﬁxing the
coordinate in the axial direction: then the average conﬁguration over the
trajectory was computed.
TABLE 3 Same as in Table 2 but for NMR, MD_GA, and
MD_GA_K conﬁgurations with K1 ion placed 9 A˚ away
from the center of the channel
Name and no.
of the residue
RNMR
(A˚)
RMD_GA
(A˚)
RMD_GA_K
(A˚)
DRNMR
(A˚)
DRMD
(A˚)
DaMD
(deg)
VAL8 3.64 3.33 2.91 0.73 0.42 14
LEU10 3.91 3.76 3.16 0.75 0.60 22
TRP11 3.15 3.55 3.26 0.11 0.29 15
LEU12 5.05 4.73 4.81 0.24 0.08 15
TRP13 2.55 3.10 2.73 0.18 0.37 12
TRP15 3.00 2.96 2.78 0.22 0.18 0
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the center of the channel. Therefore, we report only the results
corresponding to the ion position in the center of the channel
to demonstrate that the inﬂuence of the ion on the channel
structure is small even in this case. In Fig. 8 the root mean
square deviation from the average equilibrium geometry of
the backbone carbonyl oxygen atoms lining the channel pore,
accumulated over the course of the MD simulation, is shown.
Comparison of the root mean square deviation for a channel
simulated with and in the absence of K1 ion further supports
the conclusion that the average geometry of the protein mol-
ecule remains essentially unchanged as the ion is introduced
into the channel. Direct comparison of the NMR and average
MD structures indeed reveals only small changes in the
average positions of the protein atoms. This is further il-
lustrated in Fig. 9 (a and b), where we have superimposed
the averageMD coordinates of the GA-K1 system (ion inside
the channel) with the average MD coordinates of the GA
system (no ion in the channel). It can be seen from these
ﬁgures that the largest changes in atomic positions between
the two structures occur for carbonyl oxygen atoms closest to
the ion. In particular, carbonyl groups near the ion have tilted
toward it, as indicated by arrows. Other workers studying
narrow channels, e.g., GA and K1 channels (Mackay et al.,
1984; Roux and Karplus, 1993; Elber et al., 1995; Tang et al.,
2000; Berneche and Roux, 2000), have observed that ions in
the channel distort the positions of the carbonyl oxygens to
achieve proper solvation. The average positions of most other
GA atoms have not changed signiﬁcantly. Tables 2–5 report
various conﬁgurational changes that occur in the channel when
an ion is placed in different positions along the channel aqueous
pore. The average distances and magnitudes of distortion
between the potassium ion and the nearest carbonyl groups are
within the range of changes reported earlier in NMR and MD
analyses of Na1 ion migration through GA (Woolf and Roux,
1997). There are four carbonyl oxygens whose distances from
the ion decrease substantially when the ion is introduced into
the center of the GA channel. Even for the largest distortions
reported here, it can be seen that the hydrogen bonds among the
backbone atoms of GA remain intact, i.e., the additional tilt
angle of carbonyl groups involved remains small (see Fig. 9).
(It is worth noting that the carbonyl group angle with
respect to the bilayer normal does not fully characterize the
actual degree of protein motion. For example, from Table 2
the distance between carbonyl oxygen of VAL18 and K1
decreases by;1 A˚ when the ion is placed in the center of the
channel and the carbonyl group changes its angle by ;338.
On the other hand, as seen in Table 4, the carbonyl group
angle with respect to the bilayer normal has not changed
signiﬁcantly. The reason is that the carbonyl group has
ﬂipped, so that the change in interatomic distances occurred
not due to the change of the angle with respect to the bilayer
normal but due to the change of the angle in the plane of the
bilayer. We have also noticed that the potassium ion changes
its position in the bilayer plane relative to the center of the
channel by ;0.2 A˚ when it has been equilibrated in the
center of the channel and by ;0.3 A˚ when it has been
equilibrated at 9 A˚ away from the center).
FIGURE 11 Calculated diffusion coefﬁcient for K1 ion inside of the GA
channel (d), and in bulk SPC/E water (solid line). Only the Dz component of
the diffusion coefﬁcient of the ion in the channel is calculated.
FIGURE 12 Current-voltage relations predicted by PMFPNP model are
compared to experimental results (Busath et al., 1998) (upper left inset).
Bulk KCl concentrations of 0.1 (shaded square) and 1.0 M (open circle)
were used in the simulations. The experimental curves in the inset
correspond to the following concentrations of bulk KCl solutions: shaded
square, 0.1 M; solid circle, 0.2 M; open square, 0.5 M; open circle, 1.0 M;
and solid square, 2.0 M. The analogous experimental and calculated curves
are labeled with the same symbols.
FIGURE 13 Current-concentration relations as predicted by PNP (¤) and
PMFPNP (d) models. The external potential difference was set to 100 mV.
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The shape of the free energy proﬁle in Fig. 6 suggests that
there are four energy wells in the GA channel. Two of them,
represented by the deeper minima, are located at a distance of
;9 A˚ from the center of the channel. This observation agrees
well with previous experimental and theoretical studies of
GA binding sites (Woolf and Roux, 1997; Elber et al., 1995;
Kurnikova et al., 1999). Two other, energetically shallower,
energy minima reside ;3 A˚ from the center of the channel
(Kurnikova et al., 1999).
Finallywe consider the free energy proﬁle for a chloride ion
in the GA channel. As in the K1 case, when the GA channel is
allowed to relax as described above, the free energy barrier
calculated for a Cl ion decreases (see Fig. 10). However, the
magnitude of the net barrier in the center of the channel is still
much too large to expect any signiﬁcant Cl current through
the channel.
Calculation of diffusion constants
Current calculations using PMFPNP or Brownian Dynamics
techniques crucially depend on themagnitude of the diffusion
coefﬁcients that characterize themotion of ions in the channel.
In the narrow pore of Gramicidin the permeant ion is largely
dehydrated and is instead coordinated by backbone carbonyl
groups. The mobility of the permeating ion is suppressed not
only by the restrictions inherent in its lateral conﬁnement but
also by strong electrostatic interactions with these relatively
immobile carbonyl oxygens. Moreover, due to the single ﬁle
arrangement of the ion andwater molecules, the motion of the
ion is coupled to the motion of surrounding water, which is
also inhibited inside the channel (Elber et al., 1995).
There are no direct experimental measurements of
diffusion coefﬁcients of ions inside Gramicidin or other
channels. The diffusion coefﬁcient of a potassium ion in bulk
water calculated as described in MD Calculation of the
Diffusion Coefﬁcients and indicated in Fig. 11 is only 13%
smaller than the experimentally measured value (Lide, 1994).
Fig. 11 also shows the calculated diffusion coefﬁcient of a K1
ion inside the channel. The resulting values are ;8.5 times
less than in the bulk solution. SeveralmodelMD studies of ion
diffusion coefﬁcients inside various model channels have
been reported recently. All of them ﬁnd reduction by a factor
of 3–10 in the diffusion coefﬁcient when the ion is moved
frombulkwater into a channel environment (Lynden-Bell and
Rasaiah, 1996; Smith and Sansom, 1999). Furthermore, the
ion’smobility is expected to be position-dependent. In Fig. 11
position is measured with respect to the channel center. We
see that when an ion leaves the channel (at ;17 A˚ from the
channel center) its diffusion coefﬁcient abruptly increases by
a factor of four. At this distance the ion is completely solvated
by reservoir water and interaction with the channel is very
weak. The small size of the simulation box did not allow us
to move the ion to a distance from the channel at which
the value of the bulk DK1w is completely recovered. In the
kinetics calculations described below, we have used
DK1w ¼ 1:753 105 cm2=s in the bulk region and 0.25 3
105 cm2/s in the channel based on the numerical results
shown in Fig. 11. A linear interpolation function has been
employed to connect bulk and channel diffusion constant at
the ends of the GA dimer. The diffusion constants for Cl ion
were set to the same values as for the K1 ion, based on the fact
that in bulk water these ions have similar diffusion constants.
Ion current
With the calculated diffusion coefﬁcients and free energies
FIGURE 14 cið~rÞ proﬁle along the channel axes for K1
and Cl is plotted for several bulk electrolyte concen-
trations and 100 mV applied voltage: a and c were calcu-
lated using PNP; b and d were calculated using PMFPNP.
The curve with circles is for 0 M, the curve with squares is
for 0.5 M, and the curve with diamonds is for 10 M
electrolyte concentrations. The dashed line is the result of
a calculation at OM electrolyte concentration in which the
protein molecule has no partial charges on the atoms. It
corresponds to the linear ramp potential caused by the
high resistivity of the membrane.
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for ion-channel interaction in hand, we can now apply the
PMFPNP procedure, as prescribed by Eqs. 1–7, to evaluate
ion currents in the GA channel. The SIP potentials for K1
and Cl as reported in Figs. 6 and 10, respectively, were
adopted as the single ion PMF’s needed to evaluate ion
current in the PMFPNP procedure. The one-dimensional
potential along the (z) channel axis extracted from MD/
continuum calculation was simply extended in the lateral
(x,y) directions. Within the narrow channel, variation in the
lateral direction is expected to be minor, and likewise in the
bulk solution regions. Near the channel entrances, the SIP
will not be strictly independent of x,y position, but again, we
expect the error in the I-V curves resulting from the
simpliﬁed SIP proﬁle employed here to be negligible. The
dielectric constants were set to em ¼ ep ¼ 4, and ew ¼ echw ¼
80. In Fig. 12 the current-voltage characteristic of a GA
channel in a glycerilmonoolein membrane is shown for two
values of reservoir electrolyte concentrations. The inset to
Fig. 12 displays experimental measurements of single ion
channel currents for this system (Busath et al., 1998). Our
calculated currents compare rather well with the experimen-
tal curves. At 200 mV applied voltage the theory under-
estimates measured currents for the low bath electrolyte
concentration (0.1 M) by about a factor of two. Given that no
ﬁtting parameters were employed in our analysis, the agree-
ment with experiment is encouraging.
In Fig. 13, ion current is plotted as a function of the elec-
trolyte concentration in the bathing solutions at an applied
voltage of 100 mV. At V¼ 100 mV the experimental current
data points shown in Fig. 12 at concentrations up to 2 M are
consistently 2–3 times larger than the prediction of our
PMFPNP calculations, but show a similar trend toward
saturation. Such saturation of the IC curves is not observed in
simple PNP theory, i.e., with DGiDSE ¼ 0 and a rigid channel
(as demonstrated by the line with diamonds in Fig. 13). We
note that one remaining possible source of error is under-
estimating the diffusion constants in the channel, and further
studies regarding the validity of the procedure that uses Eq. 8
in the restricted channel environment are required. To
understand the mechanism of saturation in PMFPNP we
have plotted the free energy cið~rÞ along the channel axis that
results from PNP (Fig. 14, a and c) and PMFPNP (Fig. 14,
b and d ) for several bulk electrolyte concentrations. By
comparing Fig. 14, a and b,we observe that the potential pro-
ﬁle features several barriers for the positive ion in PMFPNP
(Fig. 14 b). The height of the barriers increases as the bulk
electrolyte concentration increases. In standard PNP, how-
ever, such barriers are not observed (Fig. 14 a). In PMFPNP
(see Fig. 14, b and d) negative ions experience a much larger
barrier than positive ions in the channel. As indicated in Fig.
15,when the bulk ion concentration increases, the positive ion
density in the channel also increases and cannot be
compensated by negative ions. The resulting effective
positive charge in the channel creates a larger effective
barrier for the transfer of positive ions and leads to current
saturation with increased salt concentration. However, since
PMFPNP does not account for direct ion-ion dynamic
correlations, it may only partially account for correlation-
dependent phenomena such as currents at large bath
electrolyte concentrations at high voltages. Clearly, the nature
of direct ion-ion correlations in a channel environment is not
completely understood and requires further study.
CONCLUSIONS
The passage of ions through narrow membrane channels is
affected by a combination of interconnected energetic and
FIGURE 15 Ion concentration proﬁle along the channel
axis for K1 and Cl is plotted for several bulk electrolyte
concentrations: a and c were calculated using PNP; b and d
were calculated using PMFPNP. The curves with dia-
monds and circles are for 0.5 M; the curves with squares
and triangles are for 10 M electrolyte concentrations.
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kinetic factors, including the local electric ﬁeld resulting
from the response of the membrane and the channel protein
to the externally imposed potential, the energetics (electro-
static and short range interactions) of the ion accommodation
in different parts of the channel, the electrostatic interaction
between mobile ions in and near the channel, and the ion’s
mobilities in the channel environment. Full-scale MD simu-
lations of this process are not yet practical because of the
vastly different time and length scales involved.
Alternative simpliﬁed coarse-grained models have tried
to capture the essential physics of the process. The Poisson-
Nernst-Planck (PNP) approach focuses on the electrostatic
interaction between permeant ions and between one such ion
and its rigid inhomogeneous dielectric environment as the
main factors that control the channel operation. Calculations
of ion transport through the GA channel based on this ap-
proach have shown a remarkable agreement with experimen-
tal results (Kurnikova et al., 1999; Cardenas et al., 2000;
Hollerbach et al., 2000). The present calculations together
with several recent works show, however, that this apparent
success is an artifact resulting from the cancellation of two
errors that are big for narrow channels such as GA. First, the
PNP approach strongly underestimates the dielectric barrier
associated with transferring an ion from bulk water into the
channel. This would lead to a strong overestimate of the
ion current. Second, the PNP model considers the channel
protein and the membrane as rigid dielectric environments,
disregarding the channel structural response to the presence
of the ion and thus implying a relatively small ability of the
channel to accommodate the ion and to facilitate its transfer.
This alone would lead to the opposite effect of underestimat-
ing the ion current. These two errors compensate each other
in the ﬁnal result for ion transport through the GA channel.
In the present article we have described a hybrid molecular
dynamics-continuum electrostatic methodology that makes it
possible to combine the convenience and numerical efﬁciency
of a PNP-based calculation with proper accounting for di-
electric barrier and channel relaxation effects. This method-
ology contains several ingredients:
1. The standard PNP approach is corrected by adding the
gradient of a suitable single ion potential (the DSE) to the
drift term in the drift-diffusion Eq. 1. In another work
(Graf, unpublished results), in which this potential is
derived from the dielectric response of a rigid mem-
brane-protein complex to the presence of a single ion, we
show that this approach provides a good approximation
for the dielectric barrier.
2. This electrostatic single ion potential is further augmented
by a contribution arising from the structural response of the
channel to the ion. This is done by using atomistic MD
simulations to compute this response, while still main-
taining numerical simplicity by representing the resulting
responsive structure as a dielectric continuum for the pur-
pose of computing the local electrostatic energy.
3. The local diffusion coefﬁcient of the ion is obtained from
a ﬁrst-principles calculation based on MD evaluation of
the force-force autocorrelation function associated with
the ion positioned at different locations along the
channel.
4. The modiﬁed PNP equations, including all the above
ingredients, now referred to as the Potential-of-Mean-
Force-Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PMFPNP) model, are
used to calculate the ionic current for the imposed
potential and concentration biases.
We have seen that this calculation yields results that agree
well with available experiments on ion transport through the
GA channel, without employing any arbitrary adjustable
parameters. This suggests that the present modeling may
account for the essential factors that affect ion transport
through open membrane channels. Still, one must view this
success with some caution. The use of continuum dielectric
models for the protein and water with the inevitable intro-
duction of ill-deﬁned dielectric constants and the neglect of
restrictions on water mobility in the channel is obviously a
serious approximation. Also, dynamic correlations between
ions in the channel that possibly affect the dynamics of ion
permeation, especially at higher concentrations, are only par-
tially accounted for by this model. Further work is needed to
fully assess the model reliability.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix a glossary of all important terms and abbreviations used in
the article is given for the convenience of the reader. Subscript or superscript
i denotes ionic species.
Symbols
cið~rÞ Free energy function entering the Nernst-Planck equation
(Eq. 1a)
fmobileð~rÞ Electrostatic potential due to all mobile ions and the
applied electric ﬁeld
fprotein ð~rÞ Electrostatic potential due to partial charges ﬁxed on the
protein and lipid atoms
fð~rÞ Electrostatic potential found from the solution of the
corresponding Poisson equation (Eq. 6)
DGiSIPð~rÞ Potential of mean force for a single test ion—hence single
ion potential (SIP)
DGiDSEð~rÞ Dielectric self-energy (DSE) or solvation energy of a sin-
gle ion
Gcomplexð~rÞ Electrostatic free energy of an ion-protein/membrane com-
plex with the ion located at a point~r inside the channel,
calculatedbynumerical solutionofPoisson equation (Eq. 6)
Gprotein Electrostatic free energy of the protein/membrane in the
absence of the ion, calculated by numerical solution of
Poisson equation
Gion Electrostatic free energy of the ion in bulk solvent,
calculated by numerical solution of Poisson equation
eð~rÞ Position-dependent dielectric response function (dielec-
tric constant)
ep, em, ew, echw Dielectric constant of protein, membrane, bulk, and
channel water region (Fig. 2)
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Acronyms
PNP Poisson-Nernst-Planck theory
DSEPNP Dielectric-Self-Energy-Poisson-Nernst-Planck theory
PMFPNP Potential-of-Mean-Force-Poisson-Nernst-Planck theory
DMC Dynamic Monte Carlo method
DSE Dielectric self-energy
PMF Potential of mean force
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University of Pittsburgh’s Center for Molecular and Materials Simulations.
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